
Lighthouse Global Equity Fund Monthly factsheet for July 2021

As at 31 July 2021 1 month 6 months 1 year 2 years 3 years 5 years
Lighthouse Global Equity Fund, net returns, after fees but before tax 1.43% 8.21% 28.76% 35.91% pa 26.25% pa 25.11% pa
MSCI All Country World Index, net, in NZD 0.80% 17.30% 27.11% 16.19% pa 12.76% pa 14.56% pa

Objective: To out-perform the MSCI All Country World Index (net, in NZD) Base fee: 1.05% pa (including GST)
by at least 2% pa Performance fee: 30% of the Fund's returns above the MSCI All Country World Index

Approach: Invests in international equities listed on the major United States (net in NZD) plus 2% pa, subject to a high water mark
exchanges Risk indicator:

This factsheet provides key information about the Lighthouse Global Equity Fund.  It tells you how the fund has performed and it will help you to compare it with other investments. It is based on information that we believe to be accurate and reliable
but we can't guarantee that this is the case.  The returns information uses a blend of this fund, across its full history, and returns from a wholesale fund Lighthouse Funds manages that uses the identical strategy.  Values that include returns from the
wholesale fund are shown in lighter grey.  Past performance does not guarantee future returns. For more information refer to the Product Disclosure Statement, the latest Quarterly Fund Update, or contact us at enquiries@lighthousefunds.nz
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Lighthouse Global Equity Fund Monthly factsheet for July 2021

Financial markets are mainly animated by fear and by greed, but we're currently in a In particular, some of the things we're keeping an eye on are:
period when neither of those forces is clearly in control.  The forecasts for corporate • The level of financial stimulus the US Federal Reserve maintains.  The Fed is
revenue and earnings growth provide fuel for that greed impulse, but then the injecting new money into financial markets (as also is our Reserve Bank here) and
uncertainty about how, and when, society will come clear of Covid-19 stokes the this is helping to boost the value of stocks (and houses here in NZ).  We don't
fear impulse too.  So just right now there's no clear direction and Wall Street is expect the Fed will raise interest rates in the next 12 months, but we do expect they
vulnerable to whip-sawing upwards and downwards as each day's news feeds either will begin to taper this stimulus.  Markets may react poorly to that development.
that fear or greed. That's been the prevailing market environment since at least • A broad-based shift from stocks to bonds by US pension funds.  Covid has been a 
February this year, and it's still the case six months later.  The swings up and down (perverse) benefit to US pension funds, and we expect they are/will lock in those
are frustrating and annoying, and can be unsettling. windfall gains by selling down equities and buying bonds.  This will depress stock

prices but will also likely lower bond yields … which in turn raises stock prices …
July brings the bulk of the earnings announcements for the April to June quarter, and it's unclear which effect will be the most powerful.
and from day to day you could see the lack of settled direction in the market.  Of • The Chinese government's moves to tighten control over China's large tech
the companies this Fund holds nearly all posted excellent results and that led the companies.  We think the Chinese government is sending a message to the large
Fund higher through the month.  But you got the sense that any hint of negative tech firms about just who sets the rules in China, but we don't see why they would
news would be punished. Amazon exceeded the market's profit expectations, but fell want to break these companies (cui bono?).  But it has emphasised the risk of a
short of the expected turnover through its online stores and so its shares fell about government that doesn't care about investors' interests.  China, and in particular its
8% (in US dollars).  We think it's fair that their share price fell on the news, but the growing middle class, is a compelling growth story, but accessing that story is much
level of fall seemed overdone - but that's what happens in a directionless market. more uncertain today.

• The inflation/deflation story.  Yes we're currently seeing some inflation, largely
Unfortunately we don’t have a crystal ball to tell us when this phase will end.  It does from the mis-matched speeds at which demand and supply have rebounded from
seem that corporate earnings are continuing to trend higher through at least the Covid-driven slowdowns.  But we still see strong deflationary pressures in the
next 9-12 months and so on that basis you could expect the markets will continue medium- to long-term.  Both demographics and technology are deflationary, and so
to rise perhaps another 5%-10% through to the end of the year.  But there are a too is having a financial system that's been over-stuffed with cash via central bank
number of other key factors, besides earnings, that will influence what direction stimulus.  We try to take a 3 to 5-year view, and over that timeframe we expect the
financial markets take from here.  global economy to show both slow growth and deflation.  

This factsheet provides key information about the Lighthouse Global Equity Fund.  It tells you how the fund has performed and it will help you to compare it with other investments. It is based on information that we believe to be accurate and reliable
but we can't guarantee that this is the case.  The returns information uses a blend of this fund, across its full history, and returns from a wholesale fund Lighthouse Funds manages that uses the identical strategy.  Values that include returns from the
wholesale fund are shown in lighter grey.  Past performance does not guarantee future returns. For more information refer to the Product Disclosure Statement, the latest Quarterly Fund Update, or contact us at enquiries@lighthousefunds.nz
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